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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The Brothers Grimm, Jacob and
Wilhelm, had a remarkable effect on the author s under-standing of her childhood nightmares. The
Grimms stories were important in the way that nature worked and somehow combined cunningly
with Bible stories. Both are rich in macabre warnings of a fate in store for the unwary unless there is
a proper understanding of the dif-ferences between good and evil. There is also a whimsical quality
to the Grimms stories that withstands the callowness of youth. The tales in their original form have
become dated in at-titudes that would not pass today s rules of political correctness. Rarely will
parents read these stories to their children now. So the author has taken a few stories and
smoothed them a little. She hopes that, by rewriting the selected tales, she has left their essence
intact with enough magic to ward off making them evanescent. All fairy stories are great parables,
and what is even better for our current world of terror, they have happy, magical endings.
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The book is fantastic and great. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge I am just easily will get a enjoyment of looking at a composed publication.
-- B r a dley Ha hn-- B r a dley Ha hn

Most of these ebook is the ideal publication available. It really is rally fascinating throgh looking at period. I am just easily could possibly get a enjoyment of
reading through a created pdf.
-- Dr . Lilly Nola n-- Dr . Lilly Nola n
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